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I 
Its a great pleasure to be here and to see so many old friends and to make new 
friends. I felt greatly honoured to have been invited to give this opening 
address. Tonight I want to talk about two things - string and dinosaurs. By 
the end of this evening I hope you remember the old saying - if a piece of string 
has one end, then it has another end! Whenever I think of our work in social 
policy I think of the string. We often focus only on one end. Too often those 
with whom we interact focus on the other end. Sometimes the bit in the 
middle gets a bit frayed, sometimes there are impossible knots, sometimes its 
tied up in a lovely bow, sometimes there are loops, sometimes its straight and 
at other times virtually impossible to unravel. That is the process of social 
policy - disentangling the string and reworking it into a meaningful tapestry -
especially in difficult times. 
In these difficult economic times I'm reminded about the story of the 
economics graduate Tom who, 20 years after he'd graduated dropped byto visit 
his old professor. The professor had just finished marking the third year 
exams and showed Tom the exam paper and said "How do you reckon you'd go 
at that?" 
Tom scanned the paper and said ''You know, these questions look familiar -
I'm sure they're the same questions you were asking 20 years ago." 
"Yep, they are", said the professor. 
"Well don't the students get previous papers and churn out the same old 
answers." 
"Won't help", said the professor, "in economics the questions stay the same 
year after year - but we keep changing the answers!" 
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In social policy the questions haven't changed a real lot - they've certainly been 
refined, - but they haven't changed in essence. We keep trying to unravel the 
changing answers which all too often seem to be tied up in knots. As r look at 
the topics on the program of this conference we have a wonderful array of 
papers asking questions about How Australians Live - and that is something 
in which, like all of you, I am profoundly interested. 
To analyse and influence how Australians live involves us in trying to loop the 
twine into a coherent tapestry rather than trying to unravel the string. Our 
work must involve an overarching and broadening framework, an integrative 
level of understanding, a set of realistic visions about how our society might 
look and what its basic foundations ought to be. A commitment to knowledge, 
a commitment to social justice, a commitment to understanding social 
problems - these are some of the foundations for making sure people live well 
in times of change. We shall need a society that is sufficiently honest and open 
minded to recognise its problems, sufficiently creative to conceive new 
solutions, and sufficiently purposeful to put those into effect. 
In short our research and advocacy should be oriented to a self-renewing 
society, ready to improvise solutions to problems it won't recognize until 
tomorrow. We need to lay foundations now and the SPRC has a crucial role to 
play in the theories, the research and the visions - and those of you here 
tonight are key players in the development and dissemination of values and 
knowledge about how Australians live. Social policy, a fledgling discipline a 
decade ago is, I believe, on the verge of becoming the central integrating 
discipline of our knowledge based society. 
II 
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We continually hear that the swift pace of change and the complexity of 
interacting forces have rendered our society - and the world as a whole -
essentially unmanageable. We can catalogue the rate of population increase -
natural and humanly constructed disasters, the inappropriate- use of 
technology, the complexity of urban management, rural crises, wealth and 
poverty, ethics in health care, micro-economic reform, and on and on. 
The pace of change is even more central to our difficulties. Problems evolve 
with frightening speed. By the time the alarm bell sounds it is almost too late 
for corrective action. Social policy research has too often focused on 
diagnosing existing problems and insufficiently on anticipating that alarm 
bell and preventing it from having to be rung. 
We need desperately to sharpen our ability to see ahead. I sometimes feel 
we're like a person driving at 100 kilometres per hour in a Canberra fog that 
only permits us to see 20 metres ahead. In a horse and buggy 20 metres is 
fine, but at the wheel of a complex piece of technology, with somebody on your 
tail its a different story. 
In recent decades our world has changed. We have all seen technical changes 
of astounding, stunning and overwhelming consequence. We can find 
technical solutions to many of our problems. We can think the unthinkable 
and do the undoable - yet are we a lot better off? We can do magic on our 
computers, investigate the mysteries of space, we can develop string that is 
virtually unbreakable. We have learned brilliantly the means of 
accomplishing scientific and technical advance. When we look at our present 
capacity to solve problems it is apparent that we do our best when the problems 
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involve little or no social context. We're skilled in coping with problems with 
no human ingredient at all, as in the physical sciences or in the technologies. 
We can send people to the moon, yet we can't find jobs for our young people; or 
appropriate accommodation for all our older people. We can fill our cities with 
glitzy and expensive office blocks which remain empty, yet we can't provide 
classroom or library space for our undergraduate students; we can grow 
anything - we can increase the protein yield in our crops and grow more- crops 
per hectare than ever before, yet we can't feed most of the world's 15 million 
refugees or even prevent our farmers from going broke; we can keep people 
alive for twenty to twenty-five years beyond retirement yet we can't ensure that 
they can live those years in dignity. 
We are driven, with enormous zest, to plunging after every technological 
possibility that promises profit, or power or pleasure. We act immediately, 
and live with the consequences - food additives, radiation poisoning, 
environmental contaminants, genetic manipulation, wonder drugs and the 
whole bioethics debate. 
III 
I am surprised at the number of leading figures in our community who think 
the piece of string has only one end - they seem to have no conception of how 
things tie up. 
We can all cite examples of some of these limited views and perspectives. 
First, there are those business and academic leaders who assert the 
importance of greater knowledge, so long as it is technological or scientific. 
There is an undercurrent of resentment for the allocation of resources to 
furthering knowledge in the social sciences, humanities or performing arts. 
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By not granting legitimacy to activities that they do not perceive as wealth 
creating they are dealing with only a very small part of the string. 
Second, there is the continual attack on the public sector. I couldn't believe my 
ears when a prominent Vice-Chancellor told an influential conference last 
year that it was a tragedy for Australia that too many of our brightest 
graduates go into the public sector. I made the point that the sorts of issues 
confronting public sector policy makers are infinitely more complex and 
challenging than anything faced by the private sector. That very week, for 
example, we were grappling with the status of the thousands of Chinese 
students in Australia who had no money, couldn't go home, were- seen to be 
threatening the integrity of our immigration system, were seen to be pushing 
Australian taxpayers out of education places and adding to the crowding of 
our cities. What graduate working in the private sector would find themselves 
examining these educational, immigration, environmental, social welfare, 
housing and urban, not to mention the diplomatic and foreign policy issues 
needed to solve this problem. 
How many graduates in the private sector have to deal with issues like 
developing sustainable environmental policies, an acceptable level of 
greenhouse gas emissions, while having regard for employment and 
industrial development; or, like sorting out law enforcement policies to ensure 
both protection and liberty; like working to determine the appropriate size of 
Australia's annual immigration intake taking. into account social, 
humanitarian, economic, foreign policy and environmental conditions and 
trade-offs; like regulating to protect consumers and producers; working to 
protect disadvantaged and vulnerable people and have broadly based 
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inclusionist policies; like working on how best, as Hugh Stretton once put it, to 
spread 40 years of earnings across 80 years of life. 
The list goes on and on, and the Vice-Chancellor in question told me 
afterwards that he hadn't thought of those sorts of issues! 
Third are those who see social welfare expenditure as the cause of our 
economic malaise and want to cut and limit, chastise and persecute, 
disparage and stigmatise those very many people who are unable to obtain a 
living wage through the market. 
Finding ourselves continually assailed, among other things, by those 
espousing that more technology and technological education is the answer; 
that the public sector is a wasteful extravagance; that to stiffen our backbone 
we must deal punitively rather than responsively with human need, it is 
important to have a visionary response. Part of that response lies in advocacy, 
and the transmission of research. 
We need to see the big issues first, to explore and explain and not think we 
have achieved it all through sophisticated measurement alone. We- need a 
sensible middle ground. We won't get anywhere if all we debate is the 
meaning of life. Nor will we get anywhere if we throw all our energies into 
refining the accuracy of measuring to the third decimal place and debating the 
precision and meaning of that third decimal place. 
IV 
We are going to have to do a far more imaginative and aggressive- job of 
renewing, redesigning and revitalizing our institutions if we are to meet the 
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requirements of today and tomorrow. Our universities have a key role to play 
in this regeneration, as do our government and non-government institutions. 
And without any doubt, in these days of public service recruitment freezes we 
desperately need an increasing number of bright and able people to become 
involved in the development of public policy. Those of us working in 
government need an informed and detailed knowledge base - provided by 
people like you - to do our job. Policy work is difficult and exhilarating - not for 
the faint-hearted, not for the tidy minded, not for the stupid, not for the time 
servers, nor for the thin skinned. (My Minister often introduces me by saying -
this is Adam Graycar - he's my Sir Humphrey!) 
We need women and men who can bring to government the highest order of 
intellect, social motivations sturdy enough to pursue good purposes despite 
setbacks and a resilience of spirit equal to the frustrations of public life-. 
We misunderstand a lot of our world. We often stuff all the new problems into 
old categories and then think about them in old, comfortable ways. When we 
start to think of new problems in new categories we shake the foundation of 
complacency and suffer the attacks of those unable to comprehend the nature 
of dynamics of change. Without wanting to dwell on it, one such debate- relates 
to the Multi-Function Polis, a knotty bit of string if ever I saw one! 
We are planning to develop a clever city - a new .style of urban life, an 
infrastructure for social and educational development. Against a backdrop of 
complacency and vigorous debate I am very proud to be working, among other 
things, on the MFP, and to have responsibility for the development of one 
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component of it. All our informed commentators predict that the- jobs of the 
future will have a huge dependence on science and technology, and as Robyn 
Williams keeps telling us, half of the jobs of the 21st century haven't even been 
invented yet. I just want to make sure that by giving social science- and the 
humanities a place alongside science and technology we have both ends of the 
string. 
V 
Knowledge will be the most important commodity of the next century. But we 
must ask what sort of knowledge - by whom and how is the knowledge 
conveyed, and how good is it. The knowledge industry is sometimes very hard 
to understand. 
Most primary school children get taught a lot about dinosaurs. My kids have a 
vast volume of superficial knowledge about dinosaurs. They can rattle off 
names like tyrannosaurus, stegasaurus, brontasaurus, and several other 
sauruses. They can draw the different characteristics of diplodocus and 
ceratosaurus. Whenever there's a visiting dinosaur exhibition - and there 
seem to be lots of them, the school takes them along and everybody seems to 
ask me if my kids have seen the latest dinosaur exhibition. 
About 200 metres from the South Australian Museum (which is big on 
dinosaurs) is one of Australia's most wonderful, but least known museums -
the Museum of Migration, which schools rarely seem to take kids to - and 
nobody ever asks me if my kids have seen the latest exhibition there. Why is it 
that we place more value on primary school kids understanding differences 
between stegasaurus and brontasaurus, than on understanding the 
differences between Serbian and Croatian people, or understanding 
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Australia's ethnic mix, or the varying living conditions of ethnic Chinese in 
Vietnam and Malaysia, or how Sikhs in India live or minorities in the- Soviet 
Union, or why people leave their homes and start life in new cultures. 
In secondary school physics is a real turn-off. Professor of Physics at the 
University of Adelaide, Paul Davies, draws overflow audiences whenever he 
speaks. Stephen Hawkings' book A Brief History of Time was top of the best 
seller lists for over a year and sold millions of copies, yet physics is the most 
unpopular subject at school and is dropped at the first opportunity by a 
majority of students. How can something so demonstrably popular and 
fascinating be so boring to secondary students? 
At tertiary level I was stunned early in 1991 to come across a group of graduate 
students in a medical school being made to learn long lists of silly things -
parrot fashion, to show they could memorise. There was no emphasis on 
understanding - just reproducing these useless facts. If the lecturer really 
cared he might have got into some of the important social issues of wellness, 
illness and how people live - but no, it was a list of Latin terms of no 
consequence to our lives. 
At all three levels of our formal education system we see that familiar and well 
worked ideas and processes are comfortable to teach and transmit. There is a 
lesson for social policy. We can't survive by cataloguing types of disadvantage 
and doing studies, in the ageing area for example, which conclude that if 
you're poor, disabled, isolated, blind, incontinent, lonely and ill, then - wait for 
it, - life's tough! 
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In our research and in our policy orientation we have to move beyond stuffing 
the new problems into old categories and beyond thinking about them in old, 
comfortable ways. 
I firmly believe that the orientation of academic social policy has the potential 
for breaking down the old and opening up the new. The issues are important, 
the intellectual base is unassailable, the research rigour is there and the 
stakes are high. What is needed is a recognition of the legitimacy and crucial 
nature of the academic enterprise. We have a lot of academic leaders who 
have more vision however than the former Vice-Chancellor who hadn't 
thought about the importance of the public sector. Yet we still have a fight to 
have our wares placed on the education agenda. 
It gave me great heart to read Derek Bok's latest book Universities and the 
Future of America. Professor Bok retires next month after 20 years as 
President of Harvard University. 
Bok points out that all advanced nations depend increasingly and critically on 
three things - new discoveries, highly trained personnel and expert 
knowledge, and that the universities are key providers of these resources, and 
as such are the central institution in post-industrial society. 
But paradox rears its head again. On one hand there is still a strong-view that 
universities ought to be detached from society and uncontaminated by its 
worldly values and undistracted by pursuits other than the search for greater 
knowledge and understanding. On the other hand the universities offer 
students careers - and the worldly careers that command the highest salaries 
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and brightest students are not necessarily the vocations that most observers 
consider to be the most important for the betterment of society. While 
academic priorities should not correspond exactly to national needs, Bok 
points out that most universities exhibit a pattern of effort that seems 
uncomfortably out of line with the nation's needs. 
The big glamour areas like a smooth piece of high-tensile string do little to 
contribute to better understanding the basis of social policy - the knotty 
problems and the frayed edges of how people live and how the context of their 
lives affects their life chances. Medical schools, engineering schools, law 
schools, business schools, could all do more than they do in the social arena 
and in shaping the way our society structures benefits and their distribution. 
But says Bok there are three areas of educational endeavour that are so grossly 
undervalued and underrated in the academic pecking order that if we don't 
recognise their importance, our whole future could be compromised and our 
technological advances could fail to find a place in a chaotic world. 
These three faculties he argues, are education, public administration, and 
social work. (It is interesting that in this university, the top rated Australian 
Graduate School of Management dropped its Master of Public Administration 
degree about a decade ago.) 
I don't need to explain to you (though Bok needed to explain to his readers) why 
these three are so important. Education, social work, public administration, -
together with a few other (more highly regarded disciplines) constitute the 
core of social policy. They get to the very heart of a distributional system that 
structures how people live. While it is important for society to ensure that our 
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universities are both relevant and user friendly, strengthening our 
educational endeavours and carefully targeting these endeavours will help us 
understand the allocation and distribution of rights, shares and claims, and 
lay a basis for advocacy on these issues. 
VI 
As I look through the program I see that almost 200 papers are being-delivered 
at this conference. I think that is a remarkable achievement, and apart from 
demonstrating how far the discipline has come in the last decade it shows that 
we have a lot of people thinking long and hard, about how Australians live, 
and organising their thoughts and efforts into systematic research outputs. 
For a lot of reasons I see social policy research as an important integrating 
mechanism for the clever, or better still, wise country. The one caution I have 
is that many who don't understand, see social policy or welfare studies as 
concerned primarily with specific selected and disadvantaged population 
groups - rather than with the whole society. 
In his new book (which is being launched in this foyer tomorrow) my friend 
and colleague Adam Jamrozik argues that research which focuses on people 
presumed to be disadvantaged produces results which tend to be predictable, 
confirming prevailing assumptions which are not really put to the- test. He 
goes on to argue that when research is dependent on government funding it is 
less likely to disturb the status quo, and that governments don't want a 
research output which is bad news. 
I think this proposition needs debate and I hope the relationship between 
government and researchers gets a brisk airing at this conference-. My 
contention is that most governments in Australia are not so immature or 
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naive that they want to pretend there's no bad news, nor to assume that if 
researchers don't document a problem it doesn't or won't exist. 
My experience has been that those of us responsible for providing policy advice 
want to know the real picture and want to be part of the real debate, not a 
sanitised version of a pseudo debate. The bureaucrats and politicians are 
sufficiently tough minded to be able to explain that in assessing priorities, 
important issues often do not get adequate attention, nor get into the queue for 
resolution. But if I tried to tell my Minister that the research showed there 
was no problem when there clearly was a problem he would deal more 
severely with me than Hacker ever would with Sir Humphrey. 
Social policy research is necessary for the identification of political problems, 
and once they have been translated into technical problems, research, but of a 
different kind, contributes to the problem solving or policy implementation. 
The political nature of a problem means options, choices and preferences are 
tied together in seeking solutions. When a problem becomes technical the 
"optimum" solution becomes the recommended solution, and may not please 
all, nor will it necessarily solve the problem. 
All the approaches and methodologies that we can muster will be on display 
here over the next few days. There will be papers which will explore, there 
will be papers which describe and others which explain. Some will debate 
ethical issues. There will be studies which will be goal oriented, others with a 
system perspective, others focused on action; some will test the manipulation 
of variables; some will be very narrow and specific, others will strive to be 
comprehensive. Most will be multidisciplinary. 
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This is a wonderful smorgasbord of approaches and substantive issues. 
But as we look to the future - as we pursue the path towards the clever country, 
as we try to get our education system oriented to the big issues and the 
paradoxes resolved, as we argue the case as does Bok for universities to turn 
more towards public administration, education and social welfare-, we- must 
always provide a forum for questioning and criticism 
If we don't have built-in provision for vigorous criticism we will not be- able to 
protect the dissenter and the non-conformist. From the ranks of the critics 
come not only cranks and troublemakers but saviours and innovators. Good 
visionary leaders take careful note of critics and in so doing lift their- game and 
enhance their leadership. 
Your papers at this conference will, I hope, sow seeds for critics, saviours and 
innovators to harvest. Our future depends on your research skills and the 
transmission of your research by skilful teachers. 
If you educate the community with your work, then you will educate the 
leaders, and this conference is one such mechanism for doing that. You've 
got to know the ropes if you want to pull the strings. I wish you well in your 
activities over the next few days. 
